Weekly Roundup 29/01/2021
Our Christian Value this term is….. Confidence.

Follow us

‘I will be with you and this shall be your sign.’
Moses and the Burning Bush

Twitter – TheManor_School
Facebook – The Manor School

What’s been happening in class:
Year 1 & 2
1/2R have had an amazing week! We have been comparing
the season between Australia and the UK as part of our
Geography project, partitioning and subtracting in our
maths and learning about all the main components of a
sentence in our writing. Year 1 and Year 2 have worked
really hard in their year groups and have navigated their
new rooms really quickly so a huge well done! As always, a
ginormous thank you to all the adults for their help and
support at home and at school.
Have a lovely weekend and stay safe.
Week 4 of Live Learning and 1/2O are going from strength
to strength, navigating their way around TEAMs and purple
mash during our sessions. We really enjoyed our music
lesson this week, clapping and singing different blues
rhythms and having a good giggle along the way! We have
learnt about how to keep our bodies healthy as well as
learning that Australia has different seasons, we discussed
what it would be like to have Christmas day during the
summer season! Year 1 and 2 have been working separately
in the morning and it has been so lovely to see some
different faces from our pals in year 1 who have been such
superstars in everything they have done this week. A super
sparkly well done to everyone in KS1 this week.

Caterpillars
This week in caterpillars we have had
another fab week of online learning,
we have continued our learning on
Lost and Found and have even managed to locate the South
Pole on globes. Each week we have also been focusing on a
nursery rhyme to help with our phonics. This week we have
been looking at Incy Wincy spider and have made our own
spiders using both playdough and toilet roll tubes and have
even practiced singing the song whilst completing an Incy
Wincy Spider dough disco. A massive well done to Finley,
Olivia, Georgina and Emily S for their fantastic work
uploaded to Tapestry this week.

Year 3 & 4
Another week of great attendance both online and at
school for 34S! We have been working really hard and I am
very impressed with the children’s IT skills! We have been
learning about persuasive techniques like imperative verbs
and rhetorical questions in English. Can you believe it? The
children practiced these with some heart string pulling
letters to the Hope family, asking for Black Dog to join. We
have
been
refining
our
skills
in subtraction,
and investigating different kinds of teeth in Science. Bob
Marley made an appearance in our Music lesson, as we
explored pulse, rhythm and singing patterns. We also
shared some of the children’s interesting and innovative
ideas about sensory gardens in PSHE.

Year 3 & 4 continued
Crikey, what a busy week 3/4A have had!! I know I keep
saying it, but you guys make me prouder every week, and
this week is no exception. We have had great fun learning
how to be persuasive in our reading and writing lessons.
You have been identifying rhetorical questions (What’s the
worst that could happen?) and imperative verbs with
the help of Simon Says! I have really enjoyed reading all
your persuasive letters written from the Black Dog and
seeing how you have developed your ideas. In maths,
we have all persevered with subtraction and been
continuing to practice different methods to understand
fully how to subtract – who knew there were so many
different ways? My favorite moment of this week was in
our science lesson when we were looking at our teeth and
learning about the different functions of the teeth while
eating apples and biscuits. It was great experimenting with
you even though it is not in person. A big thank you to all
the parents and carers who have been helping out too –
your support is very much appreciated! Have a lovely
weekend, Miss Andrews 😊
First of all, 3/4P need a big round of applause for being
calm and sensible on Wednesday when TEAMs decided to
misbehave! We needed to rejig and set up a new
meeting and they were super! There were huge smiles all
round when we sorted the problem and managed to meet
again as a whole class! 3/4P have been working hard with
bridging across hundreds – forwards and backwards. We
spent a couple of maths lessons really focusing on this to
allow us to move forward with our subtraction and
they’ve shown a big improvement with being able to do
it! We had another biscuit, apple (or any food!) filled
science lesson to find out what our teeth do when we eat!
In RE, 3/4P designed meals that they would share
during Langar and we ‘spotlighted’ children during PSHE
and when sharing ‘All About Me’ so we could clearly see
one another and share our uniqueness! Another brilliant
week, 3/4P!

Year 5
Year 5 have been very busy this week, beginning the week
with learning about relative clauses and how to apply them
to our writing, applying our shape knowledge to discover
congruent shapes and looking at Volcanoes in North
America. We explored the solubility of many materials in
water, setting up a fair investigation live on camera. We
ended off our week by joining in with BBC's live Winter
Watch and explored our gardens and school grounds to
look for wildlife and plants nearby. Well done to all of you
for keeping up with all the amazing learning, look forward
to sharing more next week.

Year 6
Year 6 have again been working really hard on their
writing this week, creating some fantastic instructions
and sharing their ideas with each other. Look out for our
instructions on how to build a shelter following our
Outdoor Learning on Friday afternoon!

Safeguarding
What is the role of the Designated Safeguarding Lead
at The Manor School?
The Designated Safeguarding Lead (DSL), along with the
Deputy Designated Safeguarding Leads (DDSL), has a
crucial role in taking responsibility for child protection
issues in school.
A DSL or DDSL is
always available
during school hours
for staff to discuss
any safeguarding
concerns. On most
days there is a DSL in
school from 8.00 am
to 6.00 pm and DSLs
are always
contactable by
telephone or email
outside these hours.
DSL’s and DDSLs are
trained to take on this
role and that training
is updated every two
years with
additional training and
conferences in between.
The DSL and DDSLs have many responsibilities including
working with staff and agencies involved in safeguarding
children, working with parents and families, giving advice
to staff, training staff, managing referrals from staff and
investigating concerns passing them onto the correct
body as necessary, managing the records of safeguarding and Child Protection concerns, and keeping
their own knowledge up to date.

Online Safety Tips
Did you know that Netflix have released some new safety
settings? These let you enjoy what you want to watch,
while stopping your children getting onto something
unsuitable. To see how to set these up visit...
https://www.saferinternet.org.uk/blog/new-parentalcontrols-launched-netflix

Reminders
Friday 12th February 2021 is TD day and the school will be
closed to all children.
It has been lovely seeing all of your Outdoor Learning
pictures, please make sure to keep sending them into
reception@themanor.wilts.sch.uk
Lunch time is now 45 minutes from 12:00pm - 12:45pm
Please make sure wherever possible you child is online for
morning and afternoon registration as this helps us track
attendance. If your child is unable to attend please inform
the school.
If you are running low on resources please contact
reception@themanor.wilts.sch.uk so we can arrange a
suitable time for you to collect from the school.

Snow Day Fun!!

Outdoor Learning

